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Status
Open

Subject
REMARKSBOX breaks 'Automatic table of contents'

Version
15.x
18.x

Category
Bug

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
Auto TOC

Resolution status
Confirmed

Submitted by
Erik Qvam

Lastmod by
Philippe Cloutier

Rating
(0)

Description
Hi,

We use ' Last update from SVN (18.1svn): Thursday February 22, 2018 15:47:32 +01 - REV 65559
(InnoDB)'

'Default bootstrap theme' — 'no customization'.

The REMARKSBOX:

The REMARKSBOX

We experience that AutoTOC is not rendered properly (some headings are missing) when a
REMARKSBOX is present in the Wiki page:

Thanks!

Erik Qvam

&#xf0ea

{REMARKSBOX(type="information" title="Hva er Wiki")} ... {REMARKSBOX}

https://dev.tiki.org/item6586-REMARKSBOX-breaks-Automatic-table-of-contents
https://dev.tiki.org/dl1164?display
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The first entries seem to be ok up to the point where there's a "REMARKSBOX" in a wiki page. after
such a remarksbox, no more (sub-)headings appear in the "autotoc" list, it seems to be truncated.

This regression from Tiki 12 to Tiki 15 was first reported by cpeter in missing entries in
&quot;autotoc&quot; after upgrade to TW 15.

This does not happen if REMARKSBOX is called in a level 3 section.

Solution
Solve the bug Out-of-order headers/titles break following headers in tables of contents (autotoc) -
Some headers may be missing

Workaround
MAKETOC is a workaround. Also the usage of other kinds of 'boxes'.

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org
SVN update

Ticket ID
6586

Created
Friday 02 March, 2018 09:57:12 GMT-0000
by Erik Qvam

LastModif
Friday 29 June, 2018 13:43:08 GMT-0000

Comments

luciash d' being � 05 Mar 18 20:50 GMT-0000

Hi! I think it is because plugin RB uses h4 for the RB title and that confuses the Auto-toc JS which
thinks the H4 is part of the page content headings. It will need code update to exclude Headings in
RBs...

Erik Qvam 09 Mar 18 14:29 GMT-0000

Thank you for your remark. I'm not particular coding capable, so I'll just wait for someone to pick this
one.
/erik

https://dev.tiki.org/item5928-missing-entries-in-autotoc-after-upgrade-to-TW-15
https://dev.tiki.org/item5928-missing-entries-in-autotoc-after-upgrade-to-TW-15
https://dev.tiki.org/item6710-Out-of-order-headers-titles-break-following-headers-in-tables-of-contents-autotoc-Some-headers-may-be-missing
https://dev.tiki.org/item6710-Out-of-order-headers-titles-break-following-headers-in-tables-of-contents-autotoc-Some-headers-may-be-missing
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user199
https://dev.tiki.org/user11905
https://dev.tiki.org/user11905
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Philippe Cloutier 14 Jun 18 19:07 GMT-0000

I understand this can cause the RB title to be included in the TOC, which may be unwanted, but how
does that explain that headings below the RB are excluded from the TOC?

Philippe Cloutier 28 Jun 18 22:03 GMT-0000

See ticket #6710 for the actual explanation of that part

Philippe Cloutier 14 Jun 18 20:13 GMT-0000

The unwanted ToC entry for the REMARKSBOX title is already tracked in Calling REMARKSBOX adds
unwanted entry to Table of Contents (Auto-TOC).

Philippe Cloutier 14 Jun 18 19:30 GMT-0000

I reproduced this on my first attempt on the show instance's HomePage. There are no JavaScript errors
and the HTML is valid.

Mike Finko 10 Feb 19 14:48 GMT-0000

There is a similar issue on a doc.tiki.org page, can't understand why AutoTOC is only showing half of
what it should be (no remarks box on page). See https://dev.tiki.org/Farming-Automation

Attachments
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